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Atualmente, existe um claro renascimento no uso de matrizes morfológicas 

em análises filogenéticas modernas e complexas, com crescente importância em 

diferentes abordagens na Biologia Evolutiva. Um dos grandes avanços nas análises 

de dados morfológicos têm sido o uso de abordagens analíticas particionadas e, em 

particular, usando pesos implícitos de caracteres homoplásicos para determinar tais 

partições. Nesta dissertação, avaliamos o desempenho das abordagens de 

Inferência Bayesiana (BI) e Máxima Verossimilhança (ML) na análise de dados 

morfológicos sob diferentes estratégias de particionamento e usando diferentes 

conjuntos de modelos evolutivos. Também testamos a implementação do 

ModelFinder, um procedimento automatizado de seleção de partições e modelos de 

evolução implementado no software IQTree. Nossos resultados sugerem que os 

modelos de evolução inferidos pelo ModelFinder possuem desempenho 

particularmente bom quando a análise leva em conta diferentes partições que 

utilizam diferentes modelos evolutivos e onde os comprimentos de ramo podem ser 

estimados separadamente. O uso do ModelFinder e estimativas filogenéticas usando 

ML pode ser considerada uma alternativa viável e muito mais eficiente 

computacionalmente em comparação à implementação de pesos implícitos em 

reconstruções filogenéticas usando BI, pelo menos considerando análises de 

caracteres discretos de pequenas matrizes morfológicas.

Palavras-chave: Bioinformática. Filogenia. Gastropoda. Partição Homoplásica.

Sistemática.



There is, currently, a renaissance in the use of morphological matrices in 

modern and complex phylogenetic analyses, and a growing importance in many 

Evolutionary Biology approaches. One type of such advances in the analyses of 

morphological data has been in the use of partitioned analytical approaches and, in 

particular, by using implicit weights of homoplasic characters to determine such 

partitions. In this dissertation, we evaluated the performance of Bayesian Inference 

(BI) and Maximum Likelihood (ML) approaches on the analyses of morphological 

data under different partitioning strategies and using different sets of evolutionary 

models. We also tested the implementation of ModelFinder, an automated partition 

selection procedure implemented in the software IQTree. Our results suggest that the 

evolutionary models inferred by ModelFinder are particularly good when different 

partitions are allowed to have different evolutionary models and branch lengths are 

separately estimated. The use of ModelFinder and phylogenetic estimation using ML 

approaches can be considered an important and more computationally efficient 

alternative to implementing implied weights under BI phylogenetic reconstructions, at 

least when applied to the analyses of discrete characters of small morphological 

matrices.

Keywords: Bioinformatics. Gastropoda. Homoplasic Partitioning. Phylogeny.

Systematics.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Knowledge on phylogenetic relationships among organisms is currently one 

of the fundamental bases of evolutionary biology and life sciences studies (Smith et 

al, 2020). During the past four decades, the use of DNA sequences to reconstruct 

phylogenetic relationships became the norm in evolutionary biology (Lartillot, 2012). 

The progress made in terms of data collection (automated sequencing) was 

accompanied by the development of robust and accurate methods of phylogenetic 

reconstructions (Huelsenbeck & Ronquist, 2001; Stamatakis, 2014; Nguyen et al, 

2015; Kozlov, 2019). However, when genetic data is missing, or impossible to be 

collected, different approaches to phylogenetic reconstructions using morphological 

data are necessary (O'Reilly, 2016), and these implementations depend on a different 

set of evolutionary models and analytical strategies that are usually quite different 

from DNA-based approaches (Lewis, 2001). Testing the efficacy of different 

evolutionary models should allow for stronger and trustworthy analytical approaches 

using morphological matrices, especially because different morphological characters 

7will have different statistical properties (Puttick et al, 2017;2019). Hence, modern 

phylogenetic analyses should be capable of accommodating different evolutionary 

processes underlying the morphological data (Wright & Hillis, 2014).

Using morphological matrices in complex phylogenetic analyses has, thus, 

shown a renaissance in the past few years (Lee & Palci, 2015). Such 

implementations are invaluable when fossils or organisms that are only represented 

in biological collections are needed, such as to include mollusk shells, exoskeleton 

data, and detailed anatomical descriptions (O’Reilly et al, 2018). The use of this type 

of data alone, or in combination with genetic data, can provide many benefits to 

phylogenetic analytical approaches (Wortley & Scotland, 2006). Recent 

developments on the use of morphological data have facilitated the test of tree 

weights (Wright & Hills, 2014), improved divergence time estimates (Warnock & 

Wright, 2020; Alvarez-Carretero et al, 2019), provided better estimates of 

phylogenetic signal (May & Moore, 2019), helped in building stronger 

macroevolutionary models (Jia et al, 2014), and especially contributed to solving the 

relationships among groups that have consistently shown difficult estimations using 

genetic data alone (Berger & Stamatakis, 2010; Dornellas, 2020).



Thus, this renewed attention and increased importance on the use of 

morphological datasets led to a concomitant development of analytical methods in 

recent years (Lee & Palci, 2015). In particular, methodological advancements were 

made on the use of concatenated matrices of morphological and molecular data 

(Mclnerney et al, 2019; Rio et al, 2019; Alvarez-Carretero et al, 2019; Chazot et al,

2019), on the strategies used to infer phylogenies using discrete characters (Wright & 

Hills, 2014; Wright, 2019) and morphometric data (Parins-Fukuchi, 2018). Not 

surprisingly, many studies also focused on comparing the performance of the three 

most used phylogenetic reconstruction methods, i.e., Maximum Parsimony (MP), 

Maximum Likelihood (ML), and Bayesian Inference (BI), considering different 

evolutionary scenarios (Puttick et al, 2017; 2019; Vernygora et al, 2020; Spade,

2020).

One specific type of advance made in the analyses of morphological data 

has been in the use of partitioned analytical approaches (Rosa et al, 2019) and, in 

particular, by using implicit weights of homoplasic characters to determine these 

partitions (Goloboff et al, 2018b; Goloboff & Arias, 2019; Rosa et al, 2019). This 

protocol is performed by pondering the characters and generating different weights 

for groups of characters (partitions), which are based on their comparative levels of 

homoplasy. This strategy has been shown to produce trees that are more similar to 

the ‘true’ tree (Goloboff, 1993), likely because characters with a higher homoplasic 

tendency can produce a higher phylogenetic signal or evolve faster than non- 

homoplasic ones. Because equally weighted parsimony considers that all characters 

share the same rates of evolution on an MP analysis, it can produce less accurate 

and under-resolved trees (Smith et al, 2019). Thus, although implicit weights can 

increase the proportion of incorrect groups in relation to equal weights under MP, 

additional groups added to the matrix are more likely to be correct if a large number 

of characters is used (Goloboff, 2018b).

Historically, morphological matrices have been traditionally analyzed using 

MP analytical approaches (Felsenstein, 1978), and the implicit weights strategy was 

developed under this scenario (Goloboff, 1993). However, this homoplasic 

partitioning strategy was shown to be highly effective for model inference on 

empirical morphological datasets with different rates of evolution under a BI analytical 

approach (Rosa et al, 2019). Bayesian inference is, currently, probably the most used



methodology for the analyses of both molecular and morphological data (Kapli et al, 

2020). This approach is based on estimating the posterior probability of tree 

parameters, in order to infer an optimal result in the stochastic field in the midst of 

observed conditional trees (Rannala & Yang, 1996). Its process consists of 

determining an a priori probability (prior probability), specified by the user, for a set of 

tree parameters, and then updating this probability to obtain the posterior probability 

according to the Bayes Theorem. Finally, a set of final trees that portray the best 

inferences is statistically obtained from the posterior distribution (Huelsenbeck & 

Ronquist, 2001). There are several parameters available to calibrate the Bayesian 

search, and modern implementations offer a wide range of possibilities for the use of 

morphological and/or molecular matrices to perform robust, complex, and highly 

customizable analyses (Alvarez-Carretero et al, 2019).

Many studies have compared the performance of BI and MP under different 

evolutionary scenarios (O’Reilly et al, 2016; 2018), and using both empirical and 

simulated morphological datasets (Puttick et al, 2017). Recent analytical approaches 

demonstrated that BI outperforms MP in most cases (Schrago et al, 2018), such as 

using implied weighting (Rosa et al., 2019). However, comparisons with Maximum 

Likelihood (ML) analytical approaches using modern implementations are still scarce. 

The ML methods are performed in order to maximize the likelihood function and find 

the best tree in a topological and branch length search process. Evidence suggests 

that the analyses of discrete characters using ML methods will also perform better 

than parsimony searches (Lee & Worthy, 2012), but these results have been put into 

question (Xu & Pol, 2014). Modern ML implementations, such as those implemented 

in the software IQTree (Nguyen et al, 2015), have the advantage of enabling the 

incorporation of different evolutionary models, distributing different evolutionary rates 

among characters, and allowing for the inference of branch lengths at different tree 

levels (Wright & Hills, 2014).

In order to perform model-based phylogenetic reconstructions (BI and ML) in 

modern software, users will need to search for and evaluate the best-fitting 

evolutionary models to be used under partitioned or unpartitioned approaches 

(Kalyaanamoorthy et al, 2017). Compared to the use of genetic data, the application 

of ML and BI analyses on morphological characters is particularly limited in terms of 

the availability of different evolutionary models to estimate tree parameters. The most



commonly used model for morphological analyses is the Mk model, where ‘M’ stands 

for “Markov", and ‘k’ refers to the number of observed states that have the 

assumption of uniform equilibrium frequencies and equal substitution rates between 

all pairs of states (Lewis, 2001). Also, it is particularly common for morphological 

matrices to be composed exclusively of variable characters, which might lead to 

artificial increases in branch lengths during phylogenetic reconstruction (Vernygora et 

al, 2020). Hence, combining the Mk model with ascertainment bias correction is a 

common practice in order to alleviate this overestimation of divergence among taxa 

in morphological phylogenetic analyses (Harrison & Larsson, 2015). Other 

parameters that are known to influence the analyses like nucleotide or character 

frequencies (Abadi et al, 2019), the number of gamma rate distributions (Jia et al, 

2014), and whether or not the model considers a proportion of invariable sites 

(Bromham et al, 2018) were mainly tested using molecular sequences, hampering 

our understanding of the statistical properties of morphological data under Bayesian 

and ML estimates.

In light of the above-mentioned advancements on phylogenetic inferences 

using morphological data, Bayesian Inference usually performs better when 

partitioning matrices applying implicit weights based on homoplasy, which is an 

adequate strategy for both large and small matrices. However, Rosa and 

collaborators (2019) based their performance comparisons on the overall parameter 

inference under distinct phylogenetic models and did not evaluate possible impacts 

on topology estimation. Moreover, the performance of homoplasy weighting and 

other inference-based partitioning strategies have not been evaluated under 

Maximum Likelihood approaches. Finally, other evolutionary models, apart from the 

overall used Mk model, might be applied to different partitions, and the performance 

of such models on matrices of discrete morphological characters has not been 

consistently evaluated.

Thus, in this dissertation, we evaluated the performance of BI and ML 

approaches on the analyses of morphological data under different partitioning 

strategies and using different sets of evolutionary models. We used three empirical 

Gastropoda matrices and simulated morphological datasets to compare the 

performance of both methods under different experimental combinations. Specifically, 

we aimed at 1) comparing the analytical efficacy of Maximum Likelihood (ML) and



Bayesian Inference (BI) approaches; 2) investigating the performance of those 

phylogenetic methodologies using different partitioning schemes and; 3) analyzing 

the effect that different evolutionary models might have on the accuracy of 

phylogenetic estimations.



2 MATERIAL AND METHODS

2.1 DATASETS

2.1.1 Empirical datasets

We analyzed three published phenotype multistate matrices of Gastropoda 

(Mollusca, Caenogastropoda): superfamily Cerithioidea J. Fleming 1822, composed 

of 23 species and 122 characters (Simone, 2001); order Architaenoglossa Haller 

1890, with 20 species and 143 characters (Simone, 2004); and superfamily 

Stromboidea Rafinesque 1815, with 21 species and 102 characters (Simone, 2005). 

Those matrices were previously published and generated through detailed 

morphological studies, with descriptions of internal anatomy and shell morphology 

(Simone 2001; 2004; 2005). They were analyzed in the original manuscripts using 

Maximum Parsimony but were never subjected to re-inspections using modern 

analytical approaches.

2.1.2 Simulated datasets

Simulations were conducted using custom R scripts (R Core Team, 2020) 

following the procedures described in Puttick et al (2017), and specifically modified to 

allow for comparisons with our empirical datasets. We generated one set of matrices 

simulated with three different datasets, one simulated the evolution of multistate 

discrete characters on a fully symmetrical tree, and the other two the evolution of 

multistate characters on fully asymmetric trees. To ensure that our simulated data 

were realistic, we generated each set containing the same number of characters and 

taxa as the empirical datasets, since the different conformation of each dataset can 

provide a better assessment of the impacts of different taxa and characters sampling 

on the phylogenetic estimation. The empirical tree of Stromboidea is more similar to 

an asymmetrical tree, while Cerithioidea and Architaenoglossa better resemble 

symmetrical trees. The script used for simulation is available in Appendix 2.

2.2 PHYLOGENETIC ANALYSES

2.2.1 Homoplasy Partitioning

We analyzed both simulated and empirical matrices following the approach of 

Rosa et al. (2019) using the software TNT version 1.5 (Goloboff et al, 2008) to infer 

homoplasy classes based on the character’s unbiased measure of homoplasy using



the method of Goloboff, 1997, with the default concavity parameter (k = 3) (Goloboff 

et al, 2008). In this approach, characters are partitioned according to their homoplasy 

classes, i.e., there are as many partitions as homoplasy classes. The classified 

values returned by the implied weight analysis were normalized between 0 and 1, 

using a Perl 5 programming script (Rosa et al, 2019) where the lowest value 

corresponds to no homoplasy, and the other classes are given increasing homoplasy 

values (i.e., weights).

2.2.2 Maximum Likelihood

All ML analyses were performed in IQTree 1.6.12 (Nguyen et al, 2015). 

Initially, we performed thorough ML searches using the Mk model on homoplasy 

partitioned and non-partitioned schemes. To incorporate different evolutionary models 

in addition to the Mk model, we used the IQTree tool ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy 

et al, 2017), which automatically searches for the best-fit evolution models and 

character partitions. In short, this model-selection method can be used with both 

molecular and morphological alignments, and searches for models that will improve 

the accuracy of phylogenetic estimates (Kalyaanamoorthy et al, 2017) by proposing 

partitions that can share the same set of branch lengths, while allowing for the 

partitions to have their own evolutionary models. Previous comparisons on the 

performance of ModelFinder indicated that the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 

estimates more accurate partition scheme models in relation to the other two 

available information criteria (Akaike Information Criterion and Corrected Akaike 

Information Criterion) (Kalyaanamoorthy et al, 2017). Therefore, we used the partition 

schemes as proposed by the BIC in all ML analyses. Finally, partitioned analyses 

were performed using both linked and unlinked branch lengths.

2.2.3 Bayesian Inference

We performed BI using MrBayes 3.2.7a (Huelsenbeck & Ronquist, 2001; 

Ronquist et al, 2012) at the Cipres Science Gateway (Miller et al, 2011). We ran 

standard analyses using the Mk model with 5 million generations sampled at every 

2.000th step using both MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) and SS (Stepping 

stone) sampling algorithms. Different from MCMC, SS directly estimates marginal 

probabilities, instead of estimating a marginal probability ratio (Xie et al, 2011), and 

might provide more accurate parameter estimations. After preliminary analyses and



troubleshooting, the temperature parameter for heating the chains was set to 0.150 to 

improve chain mixing. Four independent runs were used to assess convergence, 

even considering that simulated datasets tend to reach stationarity and convergence 

between runs in fewer generations compared to empirical datasets (Vernygora et al, 

2020). For both analyses types, MCMC and SS, we used the Marginal Likelihood 

(MgL) Harmonic Mean to compare models.

To implement the analyses with partitioned and non-partitioned schemes we 

used the inferred ModelFinder character sets, adapted to only consider evolutionary 

models that can be implemented in MrBayes (Huelsenbeck & Ronquist, 2001; 

Ronquist et al, 2012) using the same settings as described above. As in ML, 

partitioned analyses were also performed using linked and unlinked branch lengths.

In summary, for each of our three empirical matrices and our three simulated 

matrices we ran ML and BI analyses using the following strategies: a) unpartitioned 

analyses; b) partitioned according to homoplasy, c) partitioned according to 

ModelFinder with linked and unlinked branch lengths. Furthermore, because two of 

our original matrices had invariant character sites (Architaenoglossa = 28 constant 

sites; Stromboidea = 24 constant sites) we also ran analyses to compare results 

regarding the presence and absence of these sites. Initially, we excluded those sites 

from the alignment and ran analyses as described above and, in another step, we 

kept the invariant sites in all analyses as described above. Analytical steps are 

summarized in Figure 1. We only used an ascertainment bias correction (+ASC) 

model (Lewis, 2001) if ModelFinder pointed to correcting the likelihood condition 

regarding the number of variable sites.

2.3 TREE DISTANCES

Calculating the distance among trees can lend support to those with higher 

reliability in phylogenetic analyses. However, evaluating tree distances between 

different methodological approaches is not a trivial task. In order to compare the 

performance of our analytical strategies and to understand whether two phylogenetic 

trees inferred under different algorithms would produce similar trees when the same 

evolutionary models and partitioning schemes were used, we compared: (1) the 

distances between the known ‘true’ tree used to simulate the datasets and the 

inferred tree based on these datasets; (2) trees inferred from simulated datasets and



analyzed under Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian Inference; (3) trees inferred from 

our empirical datasets under Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian Inference.

We used the Normalized Generalized Jaccard Robinson-Foulds distance 

(GdRF) (Smith, 2020) and Normalized Matching Splits (MS) (Bogdanowicz & Giaro, 

2011) distance metrics. GdRF distance calculates pairing splits in one tree with 

similar splits in the other where each pair is assigned a similarity score, the sum of 

which summarizes the similarity between two trees and, hence, smaller values depict 

more similar trees. On the other hand, the MS metric returns distances between each 

pair of trees based on each bipartition split and, thus, higher values depict more 

similar trees. Accordingly, these distances should be interpreted as different 

measures os similarity, and can not be directly compared between them. The MS 

metric was normalized using a constant normalization parameter of value 1. Both 

metrics were calculated using the R package TreeDist (Smith, 2020).



FIGURE 1 - Flow chart of study design outlining details of each step regarding the used datasets and

phylogenetic analyses approaches.



3 RESULTS

3.1 EMPIRICAL AND SIMULATED DATASETS

We systematically found a higher relative maximum likelihood value in 

Maximum Likelihood analyses that used partitioned schemes estimated by 

ModelFinder with unlinked branch lengths (Tables 1, 2, and 3). The partitioned data 

with unlinked branch lengths also produced values significantly higher using an Mk 

model, and the accuracy of the model under unpartitioned schemes was lower 

(Tables 1, 2, and 3). There were no major differences comparing analyses that used 

invariant and only variant sites using the ascertainment bias correction (+ASC) model 

estimated by ML analyses (Tables 1 and 2).

TABLE 1 - Maximum Likelihood values of ML analyses on the empirical datasets that contained 

invariable sites. The best model (higher ML value) for each model selection strategy is in boldface. 

The models and partition schemes selected by ModelFinder can be found in Table S3-1.

Criteria Branch Lengths Partitions Mk Model ModelFinder

Stromboidea

Partitioned

Partitioned

linked

unlinked

6

6

-1080.341

-1006.754

-1061.868

-987.525

Unpartitioned 1 -1136.911 -1131.285

Partitioned linked 5 -1016.568 -990.175

Architaenoglossa
Partitioned unlinked 5 -890.402 -873.127

Unpartitioned 1 -1068650 -1068.65



Criteria Branch Lengths Partitions Mk Model ModelFinder

Partitioned linked 6 -1018.134 -1001.636

Stromboidea
Partitioned unlinked 6 -943.584 -928.063

Unpartitioned 1 -1031.54 -1020.317

Partitioned linked 9 -1732.96 -1709.61
Cerithioidea Partitioned unlinked 9 -1538.302 -1518.06

Unpartitioned 1 -1793.04 -1777.255

Partitioned linked 5 -954.668 -930.105
Architaenoglossa

Partitioned unlinked 5 -829.218 -812.522

Unpartitioned 1 -973.524 -959.066

TABLE 3 - Maximum Likelihood values of ML analyses on the simulated datasets. The best model 

(higher ML value) for each model selection strategy is in boldface. The models and partition schemes 

selected by ModelFinder can be found in Table S3-3.

Criteria Branch Lengths Partitions Mk Model ModelFinder

Partitioned linked 8 -616.986 -615.301

"Stromboidea"

(asymmetric) Partitioned unlinked 8 -503.663 -499.732

Unpartitioned 1 -731.656 -679.575

Partitioned linked 12 -2835.976 -2831.928
"Cerithioidea" Partitioned unlinked 12 -2607.859 -2598.679
(symmetric)

Unpartitioned 1 -2972.279 -2940.685

Partitioned linked 6 -1669.999 -1658.617
"Architaenoglossa"

(symmetric) Partitioned unlinked 6 -1554.17 -1544.365

Unpartitioned 1 -1741.45 -1738.202



The performance of Bayesian Inference analyses, as inferred by marginal 

likelihood (MgL) values, showed a few differences according to the used dataset. The 

empirical datasets with invariable sites only and “Architaenoglossa” simulated 

dataset had a higher-relative value using partitioned schemes with the MK Model and 

unlinked branch lengths (Tables 4 and 5). Simulated “Stromboidea” had higher 

values with the Mk Model using partitioned schemes and linked branch lengths 

(Table 6). Datasets that contained variable sites resulted in higher values using 

partitioned schemes with ModelFinder and using unlinked branch lengths, except for 

Cerithioidea that had a better performance using a partitioned scheme and unlinked 

branch lengths with the Mk Model (Table 5).

Analyses using BI usually scored higher under partitioned approaches, in 

combination with the Mk Model, and using unlinked branch lengths compared to the 

partition strategies inferred by ModelFinder that had only a higher MgL with variable 

sites in the “Cerithioidea” simulated dataset (Tables 4, 5 and 6).

TABLE 4 - Marginal Likelihood of Bayesian Inference analyses on the empirical datasets that 

contained invariable sites. The best model (higher MgL value) for each model selection strategy is in 

boldface. The models and partition schemes selected by ModelFinder can be found at Table S3-1.

Criteria Branch Lengths Partitions Mk Model ModelFinder

Models mcmc ss mcmc ss

Partitioned linked 6 -677 -1989.7 -1110.91 -2013.65

Stromboidea
Partitioned unlinked 6 -682.45 -1861.68 -1857.83 -1896.45

Unpartitioned 1 -672.34 -2048.55 -670.52 -1952.45

Partitioned linked 5 -775.03 -2898.05 -833.78 -2856.95

Architaenoglossa
Partitioned unlinked 5 -719.57 -2644.63 -787.66 -2700.97

Unpartitioned 1 -771.18 -2836.55 -769.2 -2787.61



Criteria Branch Lengths Partitions Mk Model ModelFinder

Models mcmc ss mcmc ss

Partitioned linked 6 -673.13 -2092.12 -680.28 -2025.7

Stromboidea
Partitioned unlinked 6 -683.34 -1850.34 -692.87 -1799.44

Unpartitioned 1 -672.53 -1990.12 -685.22 -1947.36

Partitioned linked 9 -1322.05 -2892.54 -1326.01 -2833.88

Cerithioidea Partitioned unlinked 9 -1213.02 -2541.34 -1236.9 -2547.85

Unpartitioned 1 -1319.62 -2743.04 -1323.61 -2698.95

Partitioned linked 5 -769.56 -2854.93 -783.93 -2914.67

Architaenoglossa
Partitioned unlinked 5 -769.37 -2670.51 -740.61 -2628.63

Unpartitioned 1 -774.98 -2881.83 -786.3 -2591.12



Criteria Branch Lengths Partitions Mk Model ModelFinder

Models mcmc ss mcmc ss

Partitioned linked 8 -512.83 -765.93 -690.81 -1064.74

"Stromboidea"

(asymmetric) Partitioned unlinked 8 -514.58 -786.21 -693.72 -1090.45

Unpartitioned 1 -513.92 -795.78 -516.82 -769.84

Partitioned linked 12 -2658.19 -4414.75 -2647.39 -4566.54

"Cerithioidea"

(symmetric)
Partitioned

Unpartitioned

unlinked 12

1

-2656.99

-2656.29

-4336.51

-4537.03

-2545.04 -4032.4 

-2640 -4127.59

Partitioned linked 6 -1522.33 -2955 -1522.33 -2955

"Architaenoglossa" 

(symmetric) Partitioned unlinked 6 -1452.71 -2642.4 -1497.64 -2691.46

Unpartitioned 1 -1523.31 -2874.33 -1519.68 -3092.74

Comparing empirical and simulated datasets analyses, partition schemes 

generated by ModelFinder demonstrated expected but only slight differences on the 

inferred partition character sets (charsets). In the empirical Cerithioidea we had 9 

partitioned charsets, whereas 12 were estimated for the simulated matrix; empirical 

Architaenoglossa had 5 charsets with 6 for the simulated dataset and; lastly, 

empirical Stromboidea had 6 charsets and the simulated dataset had 8, even though 

they had the same number of taxa and characters (Tables S3 1, 2 and 3). Even when 

datasets had differences between numbers of charsets, the ML or MgL (in BI) values 

demonstrated higher probabilities at the same analytical strategy, indicating that the 

best analytical strategy might reside in the nature of the data. The most present 

model in all partitioned datasets was MK+FQ+ASC (MK Model, Frequency State 

Characters and Ascertainment Bias Correction) and MK+FQ+I+G4 (MK Model, 

Frequency State Characters, Allowing for a proportion of invariable sites and Gamma 

Rate Model with 4 rate categories). It is important to emphasize that all partitioned 

and non-partitioned schemes inferred by ModelFinder had the Mk model, thus 

demonstrating its importance for morphological datasets (Tables S3 1, 2 and 3).



3.2 TREE DISTANCES

The analytical performance on simulated datasets in terms of the 

distances among the inferred trees and the ‘true’ trees with ML and BI as estimated 

by GdRF and nMS varied among the three datasets. For BI analyses, most results 

showed higher distances compared to ML, which showed more accurate smaller 

distances among trees. “Stromboidea” (asymmetric) was more biased under ML 

using the MK Model (nGRF= 0.411) but varied in relation to partitioned approaches. 

However, partitioned datasets with unlinked branch lengths showed an increase in 

accuracy under ML as showed by nMS (nMS=59) (Table 7). In ’’Cerithioidea” 

(symmetric) the distance for ML using unpartitioned scheme with the MK Model was 

lower (nGRF=0.085), whereas partitioned unlinked branch length showed a better 

performance according to MS (nMS=28). “Architaenoglossa” (symmetric) trees 

resulted in equal distances among most analyses under ML (nGRF=0.046; nMS=6), 

except at partitioned unlinked branch lengths (nGRF=1; nMS=0) (Table 7).



TABLE 7 - Normalized (Generalized) Jaccard Robinson-Foulds and Normalized (value=1) Matching 

Splits distances among the true’ trees and the inferred tree using the simulated datasets under 

Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian Inference using the MK Model and ModelFinder. ‘True’ trees were 

named according to the respective empirical tree used to determine the number of taxa and 

characters, and tree format (symmetric or asymmetric). Smaller distances (depicting better analytical 

performance) of nGRF and higher similarity of nMS for each comparison are highlighted in boldface for 

each distance metric.

Distance
Metrics

Jaccard Robinson Foulds Matching Splits

Inference
Method

Maximum
Likelihood

Bayesian
Inference

Maximum
Likelihood

Bayesian
Inference

MK Model
Finder

MK Model
Finder

MK Model
Finder

MK Model
Finder

"Stromboidea"

(asymmetric)

Partitioned linked bl 0.412 0.411 0.758 0.665 58 53 12 20

Partitioned unlinked bl 0.427 0.437 0.758 0.614 59 49 12 21

Unpartitioned 0.468 0.58 0.758 0.682 52 79 12 12

"Cerithioidea"

(symmetric)

Partitioned linked bl 0.113 0.113 0.142 0.144 20 20 0 5

Partitioned unlinked bl 0.123 0.178 0.177 1 17 28 5 0

Unpartitioned 0.085 0.113 0.177 0.144 11 20 5 5

"Architaenoglossa"

(symmetric)

Partitioned linked bl 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 6 6 6 6

Partitioned unlinked bl 0.088 0.046 1 0.941 8 6 0 6

Unpartitioned 0.046 0.046 0.046 0.046 6 6 6 6

The distance of the inferred trees using the simulated datasets comparing ML 

and BI, was lower using the inferred ModelFinder schemes. ‘Stromboidea’ had the 

lower (nGRF=0.307) distance value in partitioned unlinked branch lengths, and 

Cerithioidea in partitioned linked branch lengths (nGRF=0.111) and unpartitioned 

(nGRF=0.111). Most nMS distances did not depict higher values, which indicates that



the resulting trees were somewhat not similar between both BI and ML inferences, 

except for Architaenoglossa (nMS=6).

TABLE 8 - Normalized (Generalized) Jaccard Robinson-Foulds and Normalized (value=1) Matching 

Splits distances of simulated datasets with Maximum Likelihood (ML) and Bayesian Inference (BI) 

comparing tree strategies using the MK Model and ModelFinder. Smaller distances (depicting better 

analytical performance) of nGRF and higher similarity of nMS for each comparison are highlighted in 

boldface for each distance metric.

Distance
Metrics

Jaccard Robinson Foulds Matching Splits

Comparison ML - BI ML - BI

Model MK Model Finder MK Model Finder

"Stromboidea"

(asymmetric)

Partitioned linked bl 0.556 0.396 1 2

Partitioned unlinked bl 0.556 o.So7 1 0

Unpartitioned 0.545 0.525 0 S

"Cerithioidea"

(symmetric)

Partitioned linked bl 0.142 0.111 0 0

Partitioned unlinked bl 0.142 1 0 0

Unpartitioned 0.142 0.111 0 0

"Architaenoglossa"

(symmetric)

Partitioned linked bl o 0 0 0

Partitioned unlinked bl 1 0.941 0 6

Unpartitioned o 0 0 0

Considering the empirical datasets with invariable characters, distances 

varied according to the inference method and employed distance metric. 

Stromboidea had lower distance values for the MK Model with unpartitioned data 

(nGRF=0.152) and partitioned linked branch lengths (nMS=6) (Table 9). 

Architaenoglossa also showed the smallest distance values under partitioned 

schemes with linked branch lengths (nGRF=0.111). For nMS values, the highest



result was shared among models of unpartitioned MK and ModelFinder (nMS=12) 

(Table 9).

TABLE 9 - Normalized (Generalized) Jaccard Robinson-Foulds and Normalized (value=1) Matching 

Splits distances of empirical datasets (invariable characters) with Maximum Likelihood (ML) and 

Bayesian Inference (BI) comparing tree strategies using the MK Model and ModelFinder. Smaller 

distances (depicting better analytical performance) of nGRF and higher similarity of nMS for each 

comparison are highlighted in boldface for each distance metric.

Distance
Metrics

Jaccard Robinson Foulds Matching Splits

Comparison ML - BI ML - BI

Model MK Model Finder MK Model Finder

Stromboidea

Partitioned linked bl 0.163 0.273 6 4

Partitioned unlinked bl 0.214 0.214 0 0

Unpartitioned 0.152 0.172 4 0

Architaenoglossa

Partitioned linked bl 0.166 0.111 12 4

Partitioned unlinked bl 0.351 0.351 8 8

Unpartitioned 0.171 0.171 12 12

In empirical datasets with variable characters only, Stromboidea had the 

lowest distance in ModelFinder with partitioned linked branch lengths (nGRF=0.146) 

and MK Model with partitioned linked branch lengths (nMS=6). Cerithioidea showed 

lower distances under the MK Model with unpartitioned data (nGRF=0.052), however, 

it shared the same highest values for MS distance in partitioned linked branch 

lengths (nMS=11). For Architaenoglossa, the ModelFinder scheme with partitioned 

linked branch lengths had the lowest distance (nGRF=0.111) and the same higher 

values for MS in unpartitioned schemes (nMS=12) (Table 10).



TABLE 10 - Normalized (Generalized) Jaccard Robinson-Foulds and Normalized (value=1) 

Matching Splits distances of empirical datasets (variable characters only) with Maximum 

Likelihood (ML) and Bayesian Inference (BI) comparing tree strategies using the MK Model and 

ModelFinder. Smaller distances (depicting better analytical performance) of nGRF and higher similarity 

of nMS for each comparison are highlighted in boldface for each distance metric.

Distance
Metrics

Jaccard Robinson Foulds Matching Splits

Comparisons ML - BI ML - BI

Model MK Model Finder MK Model Finder

Stromboidea

Partitioned linked bl 0.163 0.146 6 2

Partitioned unlinked bl 0.214 0.214 0 0

Unpartitioned 0.152 0.152 4 4

Cerithioidea

Partitioned linked bl 0.123 0.123 11 11

Partitioned unlinked bl 0.108 0.108 2 2

Unpartitioned 0.052 0.121 0 3

Architaenoglossa

Partitioned linked bl 0.066 0.111 0 4

Partitioned unlinked bl 0.365 0.351 11 8

Unpartitioned 0.171 0.171 12 12

Overall, some of the compared trees indicated that both analyses of Ml and IB 

shared similar tree topologies. Nonetheless, the performance of each analytical 

approach varied between models and partitioned schemes. In particular, greater 

resolution of trees may be found by using ModelFinder in both analysis of ML and BI, 

since the distance metrics indicated that a more similar topology between them.



4 DISCUSSION

Evaluating the performance of morphological datasets under different 

probabilistic phylogenetic analyses provides a reasonable strategy to improve and 

select the best analytical framework. In a previous study using discrete morphological 

characters, Rosa et al. (2019) showed that phylogenetic Bayesian model estimation, 

as based on SS, performed better when using homoplasy partitioning. Here, we built 

on this framework and took the opportunity to both compare the performance of BI 

and Maximum Likelihood, and test for different analytical strategies considering 

character evolution models and branch lengths linkage among partitions. In short, we 

demonstrate that homoplasy partitioning and the inclusion of more parameter-rich 

models with complex evolution models and unlinked branch lengths provides more 

accurate phylogenetic inferences, while also being particularly robust when applied to 

small-sized matrices of discrete morphological characters. We tested the 

implementation of ModelFinder (Kalyaanamoorthy et al, 2017) on empirical and 

simulated matrices, providing evidence of its performance in partitions that apply 

different evolutionary models and while estimating parameters, particularly branch 

lengths, separately for each partition (Tables 1 -  3). Our results indicate that this 

approach is a stronger alternative when implementing implied weights on discrete 

morphological characters. The ModelFinder tool, although originally aimed at 

molecular analyses, showed to be a good tool for morphological matrices, adding 

power to homoplasy-partitioning strategies. When applied to more complex 

evolutionary models and different sets of branch lengths, it informed parameter-rich 

analyse that provided better performance both with empirical and simulated datasets 

(Tables 1-4).

Besides the fact that ascertainment bias can possibly cause an inflation of 

estimated evolutionary rates in small datasets (Wright & Hillis, 2014), the 

incorporation of a few invariant sites in the analyses did not improve the results. 

Phylogenetic analyses of both matrices that had invariable sites showed a weaker 

performance compared to the matrices that only had variable sites (Tables 4 - 5). The 

IQTree tool pointed to such matrix enhancement with ascertainment bias, which 

possibly improved the morphological matrices and also the partition models that 

resulted with the +ASC model for all datasets (Table S3-1-3) (Nguyen et al, 2014). 

Invariable characters can be automatically excluded from morphological matrices on



IQTree and MrBayes (MKv or Mk-pars). However, we also obtained the model that 

allows for invariable characters in one of the partitioned simulated datasets (Table 

S3-3). This may demonstrate that even with constructions carried out in simulations, 

some characters may be subject to non-informative variations (Abadi et al, 2019). 

This might be a factor that highly influences analyses of molecular datasets under BI 

(Bouckaert & Drummond, 2017), but our results depicted no important differences 

regarding the best results using morphological datasets.

Unlinking branch lengths in phylogenetic analyses substantially increases the 

number of estimated parameters, which might also influence model performance 

(Wright, 2019). Nonetheless the Marginal Likelihood calculations in BI and the 

Maximum Likelihood estimations in ML weight down on parameter-rich models in 

order to provide comparable results among runs with different parameters using the 

same dataset (Rosa et al, 2019), similarly to what is done when calculating 

information criteria statistics (e.g., AIC orBIC). Thus, our results indicate a higher 

model performance using unlinked branch lengths in BI and ML with homoplasy- 

partitioned schemes, shedding important light on model choice for morphological 

matrices, especially considering that this method was not shown to provide the best 

resolution in other model selection studies (Rosa et al, 2019; Goloboff & Arias, 2019). 

The choice between linking or unlinking branch lengths among partitions when using 

morphological datasets might have small consequences in topology estimations, and 

unlinking can also lead to a possible over-fitting of the phylogenetic terraces (Straub 

et al, 2014; Sanderson et al, 2011). However, our results suggest that allowing for 

unlinked partitions to have different evolutionary models might possibly better inform 

on the processes influencing character changes at each partition, and provide a 

parameter-rich solution for the analysis, not only estimating independent sets of 

branch lengths for each partition, but also influencing on topology estimations(Tables 

1-7) (Goloboff et al, 2018b). These results reinforces the fact that such partitions 

have different overall rates of evolution, possibly influenced by different relative rates 

of evolution among lineages (Straub et al, 2014; Lanfear et al, 2017).

Not surprisingly, the relatively small total number of characters had a clear 

effect on BI results when analyzing the empirical Stromboidea matrix which,using 

both invariant or variable only characters, had a higher MCMC Harmonic Mean value 

under non-partitioned schemes (Table 4-5). The dataset size can affect the



performance of the analyzes under BI and directly influence the accuracy and 

precision of treesearches (Vernygora et al, 2020), even considering that chances of 

homoplasy are lower in datasets with low rates of variation (Golobof & Arias, 2019).

Some recent advances in the analyses of morphological data showed that BI 

usually outperforms other methods under different anlytical scenarios (O’Reilly et al, 

2016; 2018). Bayesian methods have different customisable tools that can be applied 

to complex evolution models and distinct variation rates (Bromham et al, 2018). 

Nevertheless, new phylogenetic softwares implementing ML are including important 

developments to provide more flexible analytical approaches, particularly with the 

inclusion of new evolution models and approaches for morphological datasets 

(Kalyaanamoorthy et al, 2017). Importantly, our results showed that ML inference 

was more robust than BI in terms of retrieving better resolved topologies (Table 7). 

Both inferences had some similarities in terms of tree distance when using a non

partitioned MK approach. The nGRF values coincide on empirical matrices of 

Stromboidea with invariable characters and Cerithioidea with variable characters. 

Architaenoglossa resulted in matching values in both datasets for partitioned linked 

branch lenghts for the two inference methods (Table 7-8).

Recovered trees proposed by Simone, 2001; 2004; 2005 have shown slight 

differences against the position of species that ML and BI resulted in this work. The 

structure of o good morphological matrix can be an indicator that different analyses 

can share the same position of groups in results, even when we have a range of 

trees in the statistical set (Puttick e al, 2017).

In order to test the performance of BI and ML we simulated datasets, 

because the results from such simulations could provide a baseline for comparison 

among inference strategies of empirical datasets. Therefore, by testing the statistical 

power of those datasets with a range of evolutionary models (Rosa et al, 2019) and 

phylogenetic methodologies (Puttick et al, 2017), we could explore those differences 

by comparing distances through the pool of derived trees and provide direction to 

which analytical approach would better perform on empirical datasets (Keating,

2020). Thus, based on our results we recommend not only using partitioning 

strategies with morphological datasets, but also implement different evolution models 

at each partition, as selected by information criteria metrics, i.e. using ModelFinder. 

By directly using homoplasy-based partitioning and BI, researchers may be



neglecting the performance that ML analyses can have, particularly with IQTree. The 

new tools that can be tested on the IQTree program, such as adding models in each 

partition, and considering unlinked branch length among partitions, provide a strong 

new framework for the analyses of morphological characters under Maximum 

Likelihood. For the past few years, many programs that were previously only used for 

molecular analysis are being adapted for morphological analysis, which allows for 

testing and further developing these available tools.



5 CONCLUSION

This dissertation tested evolutionary models in both phylogenetic programs of 

Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian Inference. Although BI shows to be a solid 

method under different studies (O’Reilly et al, 2016; Puttick et al, 2017; Rosa et al, 

2019) Maximum Likelihood appears to provide better tree resolution compared to BI 

(Table 7). Overall, our results suggest that tree topology and resolution improves 

using the implicit weighting homoplasy partitioning strategy as obtained using TNT 

(Goloboff, 2018b), complemented with the use of ModelFinder on IQTree 

(Kalyaanamoorthy, 2017). Using small morphological matrices of different sizes and 

with the implementation of simulated datasets we provide evidence that ML 

approaches might result in more accurate tree topologies compared to BI 

approaches. We recommend that the ModelFinder and homoplasy partitioning should 

not be ignored in phylogenetic analyses of morphological datasets. Another 

implementation that can improved the results was unlinking branch lengths among 

partitions, resulting in higher levels of resolution for small datasets. Both ML and BI 

had their strengths and weaknesses, since the different phylogenetic programs used 

had their own probabilistic approaches. However, for the past few years we had a 

higher development on ML programs like IQTree that adapted different 

methodologies for all types of datasets. Determining the analytical reliability of 

different partition strategies is essential for studies with discrete characters, and ease 

of processing data in modern programs suggests that these strategies can be 

empirically adopted.
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APPENDIX 1 -  SUPPLEMENTARY TABLES
TABLE S1. -  EVOLUTIONARY MODELS AND RATE HETEROGENEITY - IQTREE

Model Explanation

MK Jukes-Cantor type model for morphological data.

ORDERED Allowing exchange of neighboring states only.
ASC Ascertainment bias

Rate Heterogeneity Explanation

+I Allowing for a proportion of invariable sites.

+G Discrete Gamma model
+I+G Invariable site plus discrete Gamma model
+R FreeRate model

+I+R Invariable site plus FreeRate model
+FQ Equal State Frequency

IQTREE Manual (2020).

TABLE S2 -  EVOLUTIONARY MODELS AND RATE HETEROGENEITY - MRBAYES

Model Explanation

MK Jukes-Cantor type model for morphological data
lset(coding=all) Ascertainment bias

Rate Heterogeneity Explanation

rates=propinv Allowing for a proportion of invariable sites.

rate=gamma Discrete Gamma model
rate=equal Equal State Frequency

MrBayes Manual (2017).

TABLE S3 -  MODEL FINDER CHARSETS

Table S3-1 - Empirical matrices with Invariable Characters

Architaenoglossa Stromboidea

Unpartitioned MK+FQ MK+FQ+G4

Partitioned charset

part1 MK+FQ+I+G4 MK+FQ+I+G4

part2 MK+FQ+ASCgm MK+FQ+ASC+G4

part3 MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC

part4 MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC

part5 MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC

part6 MK+FQ+ASC



Table S3-2 - Empirical matrices with Variable Characters

Architaenoglossa Stromboidea Cerithioidea

Unpartitioned MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC+G4 MK+FQ+ASC+G4

Partitioned charset

p a rti MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC

part2 MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC+G4 MK+FQ+ASC

part3 MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC

part4 MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC

part5 MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC

part6 MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC

part7 MK+FQ+ASC

part8 MK+FQ+ASC

part9 MK+FQ+ASC

Table S3-3 - Simulated matrices

“Architaenoglossa” “Stromboidea” “Cerithioidea”

Unpartitioned MK+FQ+G4 MK+FQ+ASC+G4 MK+FQ+G4

Partitioned charset

part1 MK+FQ MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+I+G4

part2 MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC

part3 MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC

part4 MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC

part5 MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC

part6 MK+FQ+ASC+G4 MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC

part7 MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC

part8 MK+FQ+ASC MK+FQ+ASC

part9 MK+FQ+ASC

partiO MK+FQ+ASC

part11 MK+FQ+ASC+G4

part12 MK+FQ+ASC



APPENDIX 2 -  COMPUTATIONAL SCRIPTS
#1 Code for Homoplasy Partitioned used in Rosa et al, 2019 (code written by Marcos S. 
Barbeitos), with small modifications by Giovanna Y. S. Omura.

package Homoplasy;

use warnings; 

use strict;

use Data::Dumper;

use Check;

BEGIN

{

require Exporter;

our @ISA = qw( Exporter );

our @EXPORT = qw( get_hashed_scores get_mb_parts );

}

sub get_hashed_scores 

{

my $file = shift; 

assert_scalar( $file );

my $fh = _get_file_handle( $file ); 

my %hashed_scores; 

my @f_scores; 

my $header_flag = 0;

while( <$fh> )

{

chomp;



my $line = $_;

my @tokens = split /\s+|\t/, $_; 

shift @tokens;

$header_flag = _update_header_flag( $header_flag, @tokens ); 

next unless ( $header_flag == 3 );

push @f_scores, @tokens[1 .. @tokens - 1];

}

for my $idx ( 0 .. @f_scores - 1 )

{

push @{ $hashed_scores{ $f_scores[ $idx ] } }, $idx + 1;

}

return \%hashed_scores;

}

sub get_mb_parts 

{

my $hashed_scores = shift; 

assert_ref( $hashed_scores, 'HASH' );

my $set_count = 1;

for my $f_score ( sort { $a cmp $b } keys %{ $hashed_scores } ) 

{

my @f_scores = @{ $hashed_scores->{ $f_score } };

print "[f=" . $f_score . "]\ncharset set_" . $set_count ."=";

my $previous_score = shift @f_scores;

my $score_string = $previous_score; 

my $run_flag = 0;



my $focal_score;

while ( @f_scores )

{

$focal_score = shift @f_scores;

if ( $focal_score > ( $previous_score + 1 ) )

{

if ( $run_flag )

{

$score_string .= '-' . $previous_score . ',' . $focal_score;

}

else

{

$score_string .= ',' . $focal_score;

}

$run_flag = 0;

}

else

{

$run_flag = 1;

}

$previous_score = $focal_score;

}

$score_string .= '-' . $focal_score if ( $run_flag );

print $score_string, ";\n", "\n";

$set_count++;

}

}



sub _get_file_handle 

{

my $file = shift; 

assert_scalar( $file );

open( my $fh, '<:encoding(UTF-8)', $file )

|| die "Cannot open $file";

return $fh;

}

sub _update_header_flag 

{

my $header_flag = shift; 

assert_scalar( $header_flag );

my @tokens = @_;

$header_flag = 1 if ( ( join "", @tokens ) eq '0123456789' && $header_flag == 0 ); 

$header_flag = 2 if ( scalar( @tokens ) < 2 && $header_flag == 1 );

$header_flag = 3 if ( scalar( @tokens ) > 0 && $header_flag == 2 );

return $header_flag;

}

1;

#!/bin/perl

use warnings; 

use strict;

use Data::Dumper;



use Check; 

use Homoplasy;

( $ARGV[0] && -e $ARGV[0] )

or die "Script requires a valid path to TNT's output file as single argument";

my $hashed_scores = get_hashed_scores( $ARGV[0] ); 

get_mb_parts( $hashed_scores );

#print scalar( keys %{ $hashed_scores } ), "\n";

#2 Code for simulation of datasets proposed in Puttick et al. 2016 (code originally 

written by Joe O'Reilly and Mark Puttick). Code was heavily modified by Giovanna Y. S. Omura 

and Fabricius M. C. B. Domingos, and only includes the parts actually used in this study.

rm(list=ls(all=T))

#install.packages("phylosim") * phylosim has been archived - install directly from source archive with dependencies 

#url <- "https://cran.r-project.org/src/contrib/Archive/phylosim/phylosim_2.1.1.tar.gz"

#pkgFile <- "phylosim_2.1.1.tar.gz"

#download.file(url = url, destfile = pkgFile)

#install.packages(c("R.oo", "ape", "compoisson", "ggplot2"))

#install.packages(pkgs=pkgFile, type="source", repos=NULL)

#unlink(pkgFile)

#install.packages("phangorn")

#install.packages("parallel")

require(phylosim)

require(phangorn)

require(parallel)

# symmetric tree of “Cerithioidea”

# 23 species - 122 characters 

library(ape) 

library(phytools)

### Template to make a tree

parent <- c(29,35,35,36,36,37,37,38,38,39,39,40,40,41,41,42,42,43,43,44,44,45,45, 

24,24,25,25,26,26,27,27,28,28,29,30,30,31,31,32,32,33,33,34,34)

https://cran.r-project.org/src/contrib/Archive/phylosim/phylosim_2.1.1.tar.gz


child <- c(1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10,11,12,13,14,15,16,17,18,19,20,21,22,23,

25,26,27,28,29,30,31,32,33,34,35,36,37,38,39,40,41,42,43,44,45)

ematrix <- cbind(parent, child) # This is the edge matrix 

ematrix

elength <- c(0.4, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2,

0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2,

0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.4, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2,

0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2,

0.2, 0.2, 0.2, 0.2) # These are the edge.lenghts

elength

tlabels <- c("Taxon_1", "Taxon_2", "Taxon_3", "Taxon_4", "Taxon_5",

"Taxon_6", "Taxon_7", "Taxon_8", "Taxon_9", "Taxon_10",

"Taxon_11", "Taxon_12", "Taxon_13","Taxon_14", "Taxon_15",

"Taxon_16", "Taxon_17", "Taxon_18", "Taxon_19","Taxon_20","Taxon_21",

"Taxon_22", "Taxon_23")

# These are the tip labels

# Create tree

sym <- list (edge = ematrix, edge.lengths = elength, order = "cladewise", tip.label = tlabels, Nnode = 49) # Be very 

careful with the spelling of each element to be store in the list

class (sym) <- 'phylo' # Transform in phylogenetic tree

class (sym) <= 'phylo' # check the class

sym

plot.phylo(sym, show.node.label = T) 

nodelabels()

# symmetric tree of “Stromboidea”

# 20 species - 102 characters

### Template to make a tree

parent <- c(21, 21, 22, 22, 23, 23, 24, 24, 25, 25,

26, 26, 27, 27, 28, 28, 29, 29, 30, 30,

31, 31, 32, 32, 33, 33, 34, 34, 35, 35,

36, 36, 37, 37, 38, 38, 39, 39)

child <- c(1, 22, 2, 23, 3, 24, 4, 25, 5, 26,



6, 27, 7, 28, 8, 29, 9, 30, 10, 31,

11, 32, 12, 33, 13, 34, 14, 35, 15, 36,

16, 37, 17, 38, 18, 39, 19, 20)

ematrix <- cbind(parent, child) # This is the edge matrix 

ematrix

elength <- c(1, 0.032, 0.968, 0.032, 0.936, 0.032, 0.904, 0.032,

0.872, 0.032, 0.84, 0.032, 0.808, 0.032, 0.776, 0.032,

0.744, 0.032, 0.712, 0.032, 0.68, 0.032, 0.648, 0.032,

0.616, 0.032, 0.584, 0.032, 0.552, 0.032, 0.52, 0.032,

0.488, 0.032, 0.456, 0.032, 0.444, 0.444)

# 0.392, 0.032)

# These are the edge.lenghts 

elength

tlabels <- c("Taxon_1", "Taxon_2", "Taxon_3", "Taxon_4", "Taxon_5",

"Taxon_6", "Taxon_7", "Taxon_8", "Taxon_9", "Taxon_10",

"Taxon_11", "Taxon_12", "Taxon_13","Taxon_14", "Taxon_15",

"Taxon_16", "Taxon_17", "Taxon_18", "Taxon_19","Taxon_20")

# These are the tip labels

# Create tree

asym <- list (edge = ematrix, edge.lengths = elength, order = "cladewise", tip.label = tlabels, Nnode = 19) # Be very 

careful with the spelling of each element to be store in the list

class (asym) <- 'phylo' # Transform in phylogenetic tree

class (asym) <= 'phylo' # check the class

asym

plot.phylo(asym, show.node.label = T) 

nodelabels()

################### Set the number of parallel cores on which the code will run (set to nCORES = 1 on windows) 

nCORES <- 2

Asymmetrical simulation of datasets containing 100, 350, 1000 characters



mclapply(1:5, mc.cores=nCORES, function(x) sim.and.write(tree=sym, tree_name="sym", length=122, replicates=1,

proportion=0.56, starting_value = x, k = 2, breakPoints=brks,

binTarget=targetDist))

mclapply(1:5, mc.cores=nCORES, function(x) sim.and.write(tree=sym, tree_name="sym", length=143, replicates=1,

proportion=0.56, starting_value = x, k = 2, breakPoints=brks,

binTarget=targetDist))

mclapply(1:5, mc.cores=nCORES, function(x) sim.and.write(tree=asym, tree_name="asym", length=102,

replicates=1,

proportion=0.56, starting_value = x, k = 2, breakPoints=brks,

binTarget=targetDist))


